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Today’s Agenda 
• The “Buckets” of Financial Planning

• Retirement Income Planning Strategies / Concepts 

• Managing Retirement Risks 

• Advanced Planning Ideas

• Current Retirement Environment – Market, Inflation, etc.

• Summary 
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The “Buckets” of Financial Planning
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Social Security 
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Social Security: When Should I Start Receiving It?

Deferring Social Security until a later age:
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Social Security: When Should I Start Receiving It? Part 2

Pulling Social Security earlier than your FRA:
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Social Security: When Should I Start Receiving It? Part 3

Consider the following things:
• Personal health 

• Family health history / life expectancy

• What is your spouse’s Social Security? Will they be bumped up to your Social Security 
payment if you pass first?

• Does the amount I am able to receive help me hit my income floor?

• Do you WANT to continue to work? Do you NEED to continue to work to make the rest 
of your retirement plan work? 
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Annuities – Income & Deferred
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Types of Annuities 

Immediate Income Annuity: Annuitant pays a lump sum of money in return for a series of 
payments that start immediately. These are either paid for life or for a specific time 
period 

Deferred Annuity: Annuitant invests money regularly over time in return of annuity 
payments at some point in the future. This is often how company pension plans are 
structured 

Qualified Annuity: An annuity that is purchased with pre – tax dollars 

Non-Qualified Annuity: An annuity that is purchased with after – tax dollars 

Variable Annuity: Annuity performance and value is tied to market-based investments. 
Typically holds mutual funds that can invest in stocks, bonds, etc. 
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Important Terms to Know Regarding Annuities

Annuitant: the individual that is entitled to collect the regular payments of an annuity 
investment; this may be the contract holder or someone else, like a surviving spouse

Refund: An option to return annuity premiums to a beneficiary when the annuitant has 
died prior to receiving what they paid in premiums * I recommend always adding a 
refund option, there is no need to take the risk of not having a refund option *

Credit Rating of Carrier: Make sure you are working with a quality company. Credit rating 
companies include Moody’s, Fitch, A.M. Best, and S&P Global

Expenses: Mortality & Expense, Admin, Investment (Variable only), Maintenance

Sales Charge: Front Load, Back Load, or No Load – if / when is there a fee taken out?
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Investments – Non-Qualified, Qualified, Roth
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Investment Options

Non-Qualified: Sometimes called a brokerage account, this account is after tax money,  
and is subject to income tax each year (1099), and capital gains taxes on withdrawals

Qualified: Examples include, Pre-Tax 401(k), 403(b), or Traditional IRAs. Save on income 
taxes up front, grows tax-deferred, but then taxes are due at withdrawal
*subject to Required Minimum Distributions (RMDs)

Roth: Examples include Post-Tax Roth 401(k), 403(b), or Roth IRAs. Money goes in after 
tax, but then grows tax free, and is pulled out tax free. Please note that there is an 
income limit for Roth IRAs. However, there is no income limit that bars you from funding 
Roth Employer plans and/or Roth Conversions
*not subject to RMDs

Summary: Qualified and Roth are going to be your two most tax-advantaged options
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Life Insurance
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Life Insurance
Term Life Insurance: A “cheaper” more cost-effective insurance that lasts for a certain 
length of time (term) or to a specific age *not part of the retirement buckets*

Whole Life / Permanent / Cash Value Life Insurance: Life insurance that can last your 
entire lifetime but can be included in a retirement plan because most of these policies 
generate a cash value. Cash value can be accessed if desired via surrender or loan.

Whole life: Permanent life insurance where your premiums are fixed and guaranteed

Universal life: A form of permanent life insurance where the premiums are flexible

Variable: Same as annuities, variable means the performance is tied to investments

Summary: Life insurance can be complicated, please work with a qualified financial 
professional and make sure you work with a high-quality insurance carrier at all times
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Retirement Income Planning Strategies / Concepts 
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Different Strategies to Successfully Develop Retirement Income
Flooring: Build a budget and know what your minimum monthly expenditures look like. 
Once you know, try and reach that minimum by building an income floor with your social 
security, pension, and then annuities. If you can reach your floor via fixed income, your 
plan works, even in the work market / economic environments

4% Rule: Not my favorite, but the old adage is that you can earn 4% safely, so the 4% rule 
says you can live off of 4% of your portfolio. This has fallen out of favor due to interest 
rates. Lower interest rates have pushed down returns on bonds over time

Bucketing – Short Term Vs. Long Term: For example, let’s say you have $1 Million from 
your 401(k). Obviously, not all of that money is going to be used up front. So, maybe you 
take 5 years worth of expenses (Let’s say $50k a year), so $250,000 and place into a 
conservatively invested Traditional IRA. Then, the other $750,000 can be placed in a 
more moderate/aggressive Traditional IRA to outpace inflation
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Different Strategies to Successfully Develop Retirement Income Cont.
Summary: There are many ways to devise a retirement income plan strategy. Please consult 
a financial professional to ensure your plan works. Advisors can run a Monte Carlo analysis 
where 500 simulation trials / stress tests of your plan are run. 



Order of Operations for Distribution
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Managing Retirement Risks
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Market Volatility



Down Markets Matter
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Long Term Care / Health Care Costs
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Long Term Care and Health Care Costs – Ways to Plan Ahead
HSA: Health Savings Accounts. If in a high deductible health insurance plan, consider 
funding HSAs. They are triple tax exempt and can be funded with $3,650 a year per 
person currently

Long Term Care Insurance: Stand-alone coverage that solely covers long term care 
insurance. The younger you are, the easier it is to qualify, and the cheaper it is. Females 
cost more than males, most companies offer a spousal discount if both are getting 
coverage

“Hybrid” Option: Many companies know the value of having long term care coverage in a 
plan, so a lot of companies have created “hybrid” products that address multiple needs. 
For example, life insurance that allows 90% of death benefit to be used for long term 
care. 

Self-Insure: Pay out of pocket, but this puts all of the risk on to you. Consider using 
insurance to offset the risk
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Leaving a Legacy
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Leaving a Legacy 

SECURE Act: Passed in the end of 2019, eliminated the “Stretch IRA”

Great assets to leave family include: 
- Life insurance – tax free benefit
- Roth IRA’s – tax free benefit, but needs to be withdrawn within 10 years
- Non-Qualified Accounts – receives a step up in cost basis 
- Real Estate – receives a step up in basis 

Great assets to leave to Charity:
- Traditional IRA’s
- 401(k)’s
- 403(b)’s

*ANNUITIES ARE NOT EFFICIENT LEGACY TOOLS
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Advanced Planning Ideas
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Ideas Moving Forward
Cash: If your balance sheet is heavy with qualified retirement plans / investments, we 
typically recommend trying to hold 2-3 years worth of cash on hand. This allows you to 
weather the worst of historic downturns our markets have seen in the past

Roth Conversions: We currently have the ability to move money from pre-tax accounts to 
Roth IRAs via conversions. The only trade-off is paying the taxes up front. However, if you 
have a large allocation of pre-tax $, this could be a good move to consider

Tax-Loss Harvesting: In non-qualified accounts, we typically pay capital gains taxes. 
However, when the market is down, we can actually capture losses to either deduct from 
our income, or offset gains on other holdings. Must avoid a wash sale

“Pension Max” Strategy: If you have a pension, we highly recommend holding life 
insurance so that your pension / income stream is insured. Allows you to pull more from 
the pension
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Current Retirement Environment – Market, Inflation, etc. 
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Staying True To The Plan
“Most investors look at past crashes as opportunities and 
current crashes as threats. Great investors see the 
opportunities in real time.” Ben Beshear

“Sitting still feels reckless in a fast-moving world, even in 
situations where it offers the best odds of long-term 
compounding. It’s like being told that you should play dead 
if a grizzly charges you. Running for your life just feels more 
practical.” Morgan Housel
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Summary
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Summary
Devise a budget and know what you need to spend in order to have a successful 
retirement 

Meet with a financial planner in order to ensure plan works

When meeting with a financial planner have them run a Monte Carlo Analysis to see how 
your retirement plan looks against simulations

Ensure you have enough safe assets in your plan to weather down turns but enough 
growth to out pace inflation

Taxes change – we don’t know what taxes will be like in 5 years from now let alone 25 
years from now so, make sure to have different buckets to be able to pull from 
depending on the tax environment 
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Summary

You must have a plan for unexpected health and long term care expenses

If you want to leave a legacy – consider taxes now vs when they intended heir or charity 
receives the legacy 

Develop your team! We recommend surrounding yourself with highly qualified 
professionals across all of the disciplines. Disciplines include:

-Financial advisor / wealth manager
-CPA / Accountant
-Estate planning attorney

Make sure your will is updated! We cannot stress this enough. It is probably the most 
important set of documents we can ever complete in our lifetime
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Any Questions?



Northwestern Mutual is the marketing name for The Northwestern Mutual Life Insurance Company (NM), Milwaukee, WI 
and its subsidiaries. 

This material is not intended as legal or tax advice. Northwestern Mutual and its financial representatives do not give legal 
or tax advice. Taxpayers should seek advice regarding their particular circumstances from an independent legal, accounting, 
or tax adviser.

29-3912 (Rev. 1119)

Thank you!
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